
SCS-X Price
Lower support sliding frameless system 



The assembly of sash profiles with glass is carried out by gluing with a special polyurethane adhesive for glass. In addition to high adhesion,

the shape of the sash profiles is such that the cured adhesive forms a roller, making it impossible to remove (or fall out) the glass. Glue fixing

eliminates the need to make holes in the glass.

Material: Aluminum – glass

Glass type: 8/10 mm tempered 

Profile color: Anodized - RAL 

Hardware color and material: Metal, gray 

Maximum panel width: 1200 mm 

Maximum panel height: 3000 mm
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Typically, the weight of glass sliding systems is quite

significant, and when installing options with a supporting

top profile, a ceiling is required that can withstand a

large mass. Not all openings have it, and this can cause

serious difficulties. With the Vizyon SCS-X lower support

system, this problem disappears completely. The SCS

X system has a bottom profile with a height of 23mm. It

helps to prevent water from flowing into the room,

snowfall, and debris from outside. The system has

latches on the outer doors. Since during movement they

are interdependent, after closing the latches, the entire

structure becomes reliably protected from hacking.

There is also a high-quality turnkey lock for closing the

structure from the outside. The system uses tempered

glass 8/10 mm thick, it is possible to use triplex. Any

artistic processing of glass is possible - tinting, matting,

facet, engraving, applying matted images, applying full-

color images, color photo printing..

System characteristic
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Estimated  cost in finished form (euro) without VAT:

Installation (about 10-15% from total order cost), 

Delivery (depends on order quantity and distance)
Shipping from Poland

Height

Length

2300 2500 2700 2900

3500 2433 2513 2615 2726

4000 2657 2769 2886 2992

4500 2963 3074 3218 3337

5000 3196 3311 3434 3587

6500 4265 4421 4590 4738

7000 4495 4677 4833 5204

7500 4795 4997 5154 5339

8000 5025 5225 5419 5588

8500 5339 5527 5732 5938

9000 5552 5772 5984 6197

9500 5861 6093 6397 6542

10000 6086 6323 6554 6785

5 rail sliding system
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Estimated  cost in finished form (euro) without VAT:

Installation (about 10-15% from total order cost), 

Delivery (depends on order quantity and distance)
Shipping from Poland

3 rail sliding system

Height

Length

2300 2500 2700 2900

2500 1682 1760 1826 1911

3000 1863 1946 2043 2131

3500 2292 2387 2480 2594

4000 2472 2582 2680 2800

4500 2661 2767 2883 3008

5000 3007 3129 3271 3389

5500 3179 3320 3470 3609

6000 3337 3537 3749 3973


